A common misconception is that slang constitutes a "corrupt" form of language, and that because it deviates from accepted norms of "appropriateness," it must be regarded as an inferior mode of expression. The fact is, however, that slang does not violate any standard grammatical norms; it only defies stylistic conventions and breaks social taboos in order to impress the hearer with the distinctiveness and originality of some well-defined group of speakers. Furthermore, it can be shown that slang can be as creative as literary language. In Israeli slang, for instance, there are no less metaphors than in the highest literary registers of Hebrew: in both literature and slang, metaphors provide tangible realization of concepts through the use of objects and situations taken from real life, helping the reader/listener visualize an idea or concept in the most direct and colorful fashion. Although slang metaphors tend to be more blunt and down-to-earth, they are often characterized by a degree of creativity that may even overshadow the imaginative use of metaphors in the literary register, displaying highly sophisticated use of humor, sarcasm, double entendre, puns, etc.
INTRODUCTION
Slang is a component of the spoken language, but by no means a "corrupt" form of language in any grammatical or structural sense. It consists of a separate register within the colloquial, which stands out primarily because of its unusual nature, reflecting the desire of a well-defined group of speakers to express itself uniquely, by defying convention and breaking taboos. It aspires to create an original mode of expression, beyond the acceptable borders of everyday routine speech, to be different and shocking, and to impress interlocutors with cleverness and humor by using blunt, uncompromising language, usually with a high emotive load.
The professional jargon of a well-defined group of speakers may sound to other speakers as unconventional, but within that group does not constitute slang. For example, in the jargon of Israeli cab drivers, the term ‫ר‬ ֶ ‫פּ‬ ַ ‫ח‬ h . áper, literally 'grabber' (from Yiddish), refers to a cabby who does not belong to a regulated cab station or company, and who "steals" customers from regular cabbies. Although it has had negative connotation to start with, it is part of the regular terminology of those engaged in the profession. It does not constitute a clever substitute for any "standard" term, and thus was not regarded as slang usage by its users. When its use was extended beyond the original users group, two developments occurred: first, even if the referent remained the same, it already had some deviant, humorous flavor, possibly due to speakers' awareness of the Yiddish origin of the word; and second, it often got extended as a metaphor to anyone providing a service that is not part of an established group, or to persons illegally robbing others of their means of livelihood. It thus became "general" slang; but it was never considered slang among cabbies. So what would constitute slang in cab driver usage? Here are two examples: (1) when ‫חורג‬ ‫מטען‬ mitan h . oreg 'oversize load' is used to refer to a big, fat passenger, or (2) when a cabby fighting for survival with a bus using the same route refers to it as jámbo, that is, a jumbo jet (alluding to its huge, threatening size). Only when a speaker's use of words or expressions intentionally deviates from normal usage do we attribute them to the realm of slang.
Clearly, slang develops very rapidly, and yesterday's slang may become tomorrow's standard usage. Thus, ‫ישבן‬ yashvan 'buttocks, ass (literally "sitter")' started as clear slang usage, alongside standard alternatives such as ‫עכוז‬ akuz or ‫אחוריים‬ ah . oráyim 'behind,' but today is considered standard, even somewhat elevated usage, whereas ‫תחת‬ táh . at 'the under-part' is regarded borderline between slang and regular everyday use.
Except for the convention-breaking, unusual nature of slang, and its highly fluid status, it behaves very much like other registers of the language, and is by no means "corrupt" in terms of standard grammatical norms.
1 In fact, the claim made here is that it would be a serious error to consider slang as inferior to other language registers. On the contrary, in many respects slang shares some important features with the literary register, competing with it in inventiveness and originality. This can easily be demonstrated by comparing the use of metaphors in the two registers.
Hebrew slang makes use of metaphors at least as much as literary Hebrew does; both registers share at least one important motive, the desire to impress the reader/listener with originality, and one cannot think of a more effective means of achieving this than by using vivid, unexpected metaphors. Metaphors provide tangible realization of concepts through the use of objects and situations taken from real life, helping the reader/listener visualize an idea or concept in the most direct and colorful fashion. Thus, one can find metaphors in slang that have parallels in higher styles, demon-strating similar characteristics and comparable aims in the two registers. And since the higher literary register draws considerably from the Bible, from the Mishna and the two Talmuds, and to some extent also from Medieval Hebrew (when the language was not even spoken), the result is that a substantial number of metaphors in literary Hebrew originated in the Bible, in Mishnaic/Talmudic Hebrew, and sometimes in Medieval Hebrew. In the list of illustrations below, metaphors will be marked for origin:
Metaphors originating in Modern Hebrew will be unmarked.
Ideally, it would have been more appropriate to juxtapose slang metaphors not only with those used in the literary register, but also with comparable expressions in the middle register, or in everyday speech that is not slang. But since our intention here is to point to the creativity manifest in slang metaphors, and to the richness and imagination involved in their creation, the comparison will be with the literary register only. The reason for it is simple: we know that literary usage is creative and original by definition, and comparing the two will enable us to more effectively support our claim that slang metaphors are at least as creative, occasionally even more. Below are some illustrations. Since the translations provided are literal, to properly convey the image, the resulting language is sometimes rather clumsy. We can see that both registers use concrete metaphors to convey fear and shock, both employ exaggeration for stronger effect, and most of the metaphors in both registers are drawn from body parts. Metaphors from both registers use the heart, the literary metaphors involve flesh, bones, and blood, slang also uses navel, tummy, balls (testicles). The slang metaphors of butterflies in the belly and of changing colors are more creative, it seems, than their closest literary counterparts. Again, body parts are involved: belly, liver, heart in the literary register, nose, penis and face in slang. Both belly and nose are in the ground; but there is nothing comparable to a broken penis in the literary register. A face of the ninth of Av, the day of the destruction of the second Temple (a day of mourning) is also quite creative. Some of the slang expressions here are quite extraordinary: going through the grinding machine and coming out as hummus is a very strong metaphor, and free fall is also very powerful. 
ILLUSTRATIONS OF LITERARY METAPHORS

Being Depressed
his face angered (T) ‫לראש‬ ‫הדם‬ ‫לו‬ ‫עלה‬ his blood went to his head
‫מגדרו‬ ‫יצא‬ broke all constraints (= lost control)
The predominant metaphor in both registers involves extreme heat, but thunder and darkening are used as well. Some body nouns are also used: head, blood, stomach, nerves. Body terms are again common (nose, neck/throat, heart). Slang is very creative, for example, in associating the emission of haughty language with farting, in bringing up urine to the head, and primarily in the use of humor and sarcastic language: God's deputy, well-known for modesty. 
Excellent
on the highest level (Aram., T), the best of the best (T) Some of the metaphors above involve body parts, others are taken from daily life situations. According to Otto Jespersen, the use of body parts in forming slang metaphors is almost universal, especially when the reference is to the head or brain and equating it with different fruit or vegetables, or to a variety of containers (such as a jar, etc.).
2 The intention is to concretize an emotional or mental state and to make it more accessible. The head/brain, heart, nose, the genitalia, liver, stomach, intestines, spleen, tooth, eye, bones, and blood are the most "popular" body parts. In slang the metaphors are cruder and blunter: nose in the ground, broken penis, eating straw/shit, wetting one's pants-except for love, which in part is attributed to madness, in part to fire and destruction.
Metaphors in some semantic areas are equally original in both registers. The metaphors for "not realistic, dreamy" are almost parallel. So are the ones for "arrogant," more or less, except that the slang ones are more blunt; nose and breaking wind vis-à-vis neck and heart. For "emaciated body," the literary register excels in "a heap of bones," "a dried fig," and "a thin piece of wood," but slang's "quarter of a chicken" is creative as well. The metaphors for "nonsense; idle talk" are equally picturesque in both registers, and in general, are taken from everyday life. In many instances, however, slang metaphors are more creative than their literary counterparts. This is true, for instance, in the case of most metaphors drawn from physical situations. "Did not lift a finger" for loafing is less original than "did not move a testicle," Bolozky: Metaphors in Hebrew "sunbathed, back and front of body alternately," "a carefree student," or "was as active as a potted plant." The power of "his eyes tied together in sleep" is in the association with ‫עבים‬ ‫התקשרו‬ 'clouds tied together,' but "pecked (head moving while napping like a bird pecking)" is more impressive. Even "plowed," combining the rhythmic plowing of snoring with the onomatopoeic Yiddish word ְ ‫ח‬ ‫רוֹ‬ ‫פּ‬ h . rop, is more original than "marmot sleep." And clearly, "mountain of a man" and "oversize load" are more original than "thick-bellied." Slang can derive a metaphor from an existing metaphor, which is the best evidence of productivity: "windshield wiper type" for a flatterer draws from "ass licking," whereas "bowl licker" does not seem to develop any further. "With infinitesimal brain" and "an idiot with receipts" are cleverer than "hollow headed." Metaphors that refer to body secretion are blunter and more original in slang, and the same applies to "driving one nuts." Those that denote excellence overstate and exaggerate in both registers; "son of a prostitute" is unique as a euphemism. Slang metaphors referring to being tired, which also involve considerable exaggeration, are more effective than their literary counterparts, and the same is true of falling-in-love metaphors.
The negative is quite prominent in the slang of any language-or at least there is some negative connotation associated with many slang metaphors. In order to impress his audience, and to demonstrate publicly that he is not afraid to express his views, the speaker tends to use exaggerated expressions involving negativity and insult-but note that exaggeration also characterizes positive expressions (cf. slang metaphors for "excellent" and "being in love" above).
LITERARY METAPHORS AND SLANG COUNTERPARTS IN TABOO OR SOCIAL STIGMA AREAS
Of particular interest are metaphors taken from areas which carry a degree of social taboo or stigma. Both registers are characterized by the use of euphemism in these realms; some euphemisms involve diminution of value, others "uplift" and "upgrade": "Complementing missing gear" is derived from army slang, referring to new recruits pilfering gear from others so as not to be fined for missing items. Saying the mourner's prayer over a stolen item suggests that it is "dead" insofar as the victim is concerned.
Violence
Literary Translation Slang Translation ‫יד‬ ‫מתנת‬ ‫הנחית‬ landed a gift of his hand ‫ליטוף‬ ‫נתן‬ gave a pat
screwed/ruined/mow ed/blew/tore his shape Particularly clever are the slang metaphors "removed him from the PTA," that is, hit him in the balls so hard that he will not be able to be a parent, and "removing with a plasterer's spatula," which is used to remove objects that are flattened and stuck to the surface. Plowing and the bow image in the literary register clearly denote a repeated action, which is paralleled in slang by the clicking or typing metaphor. The literary metaphors are much more creative in this case. In describing positions, the literary image of a table turned upside down is quite shocking. Slang images of sexual positions are also clever: the shape of the digits in the number 69 is very suggestive, as is the teaspoon metaphors (two teaspoons one on top of the other). "Mattress" originated from army slang, and "pipe/recorder player" clearly refers to oral sex. Two slang metaphors are derived from automobile mechanics: lifting on a jack and checking the oil. "Speaking penis language" is a pun on the homonyms ‫עבר‬ 'Hebrew' and ‫אבר‬ 'penis, limb.'
Sexual Intercourse
human genitalia (ones to be shy/ashamed about) (B)
The number of metaphors for penis in the Mishna and Talmud is remarkable. Most refer to shape. In both realms, the metaphors are quite humorous.
Erectile Dysfunction
One central characteristic of both literary and slang metaphors in taboo areas or ones that carry some social stigma is the avoidance of "calling a spade a spade." How can we account for the reluctance to do so, and for the extensive use-in either register-of euphemism?
In the literary register, the primary reason is apparently indeed the taboo/ stigma itself, a degree of uncomfortable feeling in referring to this area, and a tendency not to sound coarse and lacking in finesse, and perhaps also the wish not to be judgmental. But an even stronger motive is humor on its own: The "clean" metaphor, the euphemism, has a degree of fine irony, as well as some forgivingness, reminiscent of the forgiving gentle humor of Shalom Aleichem, John Steinbeck, Damon Runyon, etc.-versus the bitter sarcasm of Mendele Mokher Sfarim.
Slang users, on the other hand, have no taboo problem-they are generally proud in their not being afraid to break it, and they also are not worried about coarseness or "inappropriate" language. The primary reason is, apparently, their feeling that there is nothing wrong with such metaphors, and in trying to give them the legitimacy that does not exist in the high registerthey do not consider "casual" theft as theft, but rather as lifting, dragging, removing, complementing gear, etc. Another possible explanation (Ghil'ad Zuckermann, personal communication): What appears to be euphemism at first blush in slang is actually reduction. Slang uses metaphors that concretize and reduce the image to the simplest technical level, in order to deliver the message in its most basic level, so as to make it equally accessible to everyone. But just as in literary Hebrew, the primary motive is again the ironic humoristic effect. And although this humor has a degree of forgivingness, it is often more offensive than "calling a spade a spade." In this respect, euphemism in slang is often more insulting than mere vulgar language, as can clearly be seen in "checked her oil," or "lifted her (on a jack)." The very reduction to the mechanical level is particularly offensive. The same applies to "pipe/recorder player," "(company) mattress," etc. The slang register is machoistic and male-dominated in many languages, but Israeli slang "excels" in this respect. In the higher register, only "she prepared a table for him, which he turned upside down" provides a similarly offensive machoistic metaphor of this magnitude. "He has a king that cannot rise" is cynical as well, but not as offensive.
Occasionally, both registers introduce a type of euphemism which uses words with the opposite meaning, to increase the humor/irony, as, for instance, in "a gift of the hand" or "a pat" for a massive blow. Interestingly, it appears that at least according to the data collected here, this phenomenon is commoner in slang: "well known for his modesty" for an arrogant person, "son of a prostitute" for "excellent," ‫שמח‬ ‫היה‬ 'it was joyful', which as pointed out by Nisan Netzer (personal communication) usually refers to violent, messy situations. In some cases, we are not dealing with reduction/ diminution, but rather with "upgrading," as in "crown" or "scepter" for "penis." Puns and linguistic jokes exist in both registers: "dialogue" as well as "spoke penis language" for sexual intercourse (see above). Here too, slang surprisingly surpasses the literary: "tongue falling on tongue," "hardened himself to death," "grade 7 (= penis)," ‫צְ‬ ‫פוֹ‬ ‫נְ‬ ‫בּ‬ ‫וֹ‬ ‫ן‬ "spoiled North Tel Aviv type" < ‫צפון‬ + ‫בּ‬ ‫ונְ‬ ‫בּ‬ ‫ון‬ ('north' + 'candy'), ‫לשון‬ ‫על‬ ‫נופל‬ ‫לשון‬ 'French kiss' (literally 'tongue falling on tongue,' a literary expression for "pun").
CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
It is important to note that comparing between metaphors in slang and in the high register has an inherent methodological problem. While slang develops and changes very fast, and draws from a live, vibrant language, the literary language draws in part from language strata that, insofar as the average speaker is concerned, originated from historically "dead" or obsolete languages or dialects. As noted above, historical metaphors regarded today as literary were once considered colloquial or slang. This does not mean, however, that the comparison should be regarded as invalid, since it has been customary, since the end of the nineteenth century, to include all previous historical strata in the lexicon of Modern Hebrew literature, and to regard all of them as legitimate.
Generally, then, we can point to a high degree of parallelism between metaphors in the high register and those found in slang. Often the parallelism is very close, but the slang metaphor is blunter. But it does not mean that slang metaphors are inferior to their high-register counterparts, or less sophisticated. One can find euphemisms and use of words with opposite meaning-and humor in general-in slang as well, and in a significant number of cases, slang metaphors display an even higher level of creativity. We will conclude by repeating a number of illustrations from the ones quoted above in which the highest degree of parallelism can be observed: 
